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We present a highly efficient method of generating and shaping ellipse perfect vector beams (EPVBs) with a prescribed ellipse intensity profile and continuously variant linear polarization state. The scheme is based on the coaxial superposition of two orthogonally polarized ellipse laser beams of controllable phase vortex serving as the base vector components. The phase-only computer-generated hologram is specifically designed by means of a modified iteration algorithm involving a complex amplitude constraint, which is able to generate an EPVB with high diffraction efficiency in the vector optical field generator. We experimentally demonstrate that the efficiency of generating the EPVB has a notable improvement from 1.83% in the conventional complex amplitude modulation based technique to 11.1% in our method. We also discuss and demonstrate the simultaneous shaping of multiple EPVBs with independent tunable ellipticity and polarization vortex in both transversal (2D) and axial (3D) focusing structures, proving potentials in a variety of polarization-mediated applications such as trapping and transportation of particles in more complex geometric circumstances.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the complex manipulation of amplitude, phase, and polarization of light beams has been extensively studied. People are finding new applications in the optics world that benefit from the modulation of polarization, which is an important feature of light beams. In particular, vector beams (VBs) with inhomogeneous polarization distribution, as an extension and application of homogeneous polarization beams, have shown great potential in particle trapping [1], optical micromanipulation [2], high capacity information coding [3], super-resolution imaging [4], and laser processing [5]. Motivated by these applications, various methods for generating VBs have been proposed. One of them, called the static method, directly converts the homogeneous polarization state of a traditional laser mode into an inhomogeneous one by using a liquid crystal gel [6], a subwavelength metal grating [7], a rotating Glan polarizing prism [8], a spatial varying retarder [9,10], and a Q-plate [11,12]. On the grounds of the superposition principle with orthogonal polarization components, VBs with spatially variant polarization distribution are generated based on various types of interferometers [13–15]. Although these methods possess high diffraction efficiency, they have a common disadvantage that they lack flexibility and dynamic tunability with the special optical elements. The special fabrication techniques lead to the loss of flexibility. For the sake of flexibly controlling the polarization state of a beam, a number of approaches for generating VBs via a programmable spatial light modulator (SLM) have been presented [16–20], by virtue of the superposition principle with orthogonal polarization components. It is required to impart the desired phase to the orthogonal polarization components, which are usually implemented with the specific designed amplitude or phase type computer-generated hologram (CGH).

The cylindrical VB (CVB) is the most dramatic among the VBs due to the cylindrical symmetry in polarization distribution. Machavariani et al. proposed a method of creating CVB based on the axial intracavity birefringence [21]. In 2014, Yi et al. utilized two cascaded metasurfaces to generate cylindrical vector vortex beams, which possess both vector polarization and helical phase [22]. Then Chen et al. observed a novel interferometric approach to generate arbitrary CVB on the higher order Poincaré sphere [23]. Besides, femtosecond CVBs with arbitrary polarization order have also been obtained by employing half wave plates and vortex retarders [24]. However, the intensity profile of the constituent vortices generated by traditional methods is strongly dependent on their topological charges.
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Subsequently, the concept of perfect VBs (PVBs) was proposed, where the beam size is independent of the polarization vortex [25]. The PVB can be produced based on a liquid crystal SLM (LC-SLM) [26] and a stable Sagnac-like interferometer [27]. Most recently, Pradhan et al. reported and demonstrated the generation of high-purity perfect CVBs (PCVBs) by means of an interferometric method employing an SLM. The ring diameter and ring width of the PCVB can be controlled independently [28].

However, in all the reported works that we are aware of, PVB has only a single sample mode in the record plane, namely, a bright ring curve. The circular PVB has already been studied for quite a long time, and it is not universal in some complex structured optical fields, such as asymmetric optical fields. On the other hand, beam shaping with various models in the scalar field has been extensively studied. In particular, the elliptic beams have aroused great interest due to their distinctive shape. Chakraborty and Ghosh reported a technique for the generation of elliptic hollow beams by using a scaled version of higher-order Bessel beams [29], and diffraction-free beams with an elliptic Bessel envelop were observed in periodic media [30].

In 2017, Kovalev et al. considered an elliptic perfect optical vortex (EPOV) and derived the exact analytical expressions for the total orbital angular momentum (OAM) and OAM density [31]. Further, EPOVs with high mode purity were obtained by freely transforming the modes of perfect optical vortices [32]. The number of optical vortices as well as the eccentricity of the elliptic trajectory can also be easily regulated by this new structure, which paves the way for new applications such as complex optical tweezers.

Meanwhile, the improvement of efficiency in generating optical vortex beams still remains challenging work. Although diffractive optical elements or CGHs are generally designed as phase-only type to achieve a higher available ratio of light, the requirement of simultaneously shaping amplitude and phase (known as complex amplitude modulation) still restricts its final efficiency, owing to the fact that the widely used complex amplitude modulation techniques are commonly based on the phase grating encoded CGH where the optical filtering configuration is necessary to select the desired complex field information [33–35]. On the other hand, an alternative method of the Gerchberg-Saxton (GS) iterative algorithm [36] and some modification versions [37] can achieve a higher diffraction efficiency for optical beam shaping, but it can only control the amplitude or phase of the generated beam, failing to regulate both.

In this paper, we extend the scalar EPOV scheme to the generation and shaping of ellipse PVBs (EPVBs). We propose a highly efficient phase-only holographic beam shaping technique capable of generating two ellipse laser beams with mutually orthogonal polarization serving as base vector components with controllable phase variation, and then collinearly superpose them to produce the EPVB. By exploiting our previously proposed vector optical field generator (VOFG) [19,20] and a newly developed phase-only CGH calculation scheme, the desired EPVB with prescribed ellipse intensity profile and continuous variant linear polarization state is experimentally generated under a significantly improved light energy efficiency of 11.1%. We also demonstrate that simultaneously generating multiple EPVBs with independent tunable ellipticity and polarization vortex is achieved in both two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) focal structures. Our method enriches the modes of PVBs, which could open up novel applications such as complex optical manipulation.

2. THEORY
A. Highly Efficient Phase-Only Holographic Beam Shaping
A scalar beam whose intensity and phase distribution follow a prescribed 2D curve in the focal plane of a Fourier lens can be designed based on a reported holographic beam shaping technique [38]. Briefly, the complex amplitude at the incident plane of a focusing (Fourier transform) system is written as

\[ H(x, y) = \int_0^T \varphi(x, y, t) \sqrt{[x_0(t)]^2 + [y_0(t)]^2} dt. \]  (1)

Here the term \( \varphi(x, y, t) \) shapes the phase of the beam along the desired curve represented by \( x_2(t) = (x_0(t), y_0(t)) \) in the Cartesian coordinate with \( t \in [0, 2\pi] \) and is expressed by

\[ \varphi(x, y, t) = \exp\left(\frac{i}{\omega_0} \left[ (px_0(t) - yx_0(t)) + \frac{\sigma}{\omega_0} \int_0^t [x_0(t)y_0'(t) - y_0(t)x_0'(t)] \, dt \right]\right). \]  (2)

where \( \omega_0 \) is a constant, \( x_0(t) = dx_0(t)/dt \), and \( y_0(t) = dy_0(t)/dt \). \( \sigma \) is a free parameter that allows varying the phase gradient along the curve if needed and is also independent from the size of the beam.

Equation (1) is used to generate a structurally stable scalar focal beam, whose intensity distribution and phase gradient are specially designed. First of all, we consider the generation of a 2D elliptic curve of \( x_0(t) = a \cdot R \cdot \cos \, t, \, y_0(t) = b \cdot R \cdot \sin \, t \), where \( t \in [0, 2\pi] \). The parameters \( a \) and \( b \) are the positive constants and act as the scaling factor to realize the mode conversion from ring to ellipse. The modes and ellipticity of the EPVB can be modulated arbitrarily by adjusting the scaling factors \( a \) and \( b \) while the topological charge of the phase vortex along the ellipse curve is well defined by the parameter \( \sigma \). As an illustration, Fig. 1 shows the simulated results of two shaped ellipse beams under the same dimension \( (R = 0.15 \, mm, \, a = 1, \, b = 0.75) \) but different phase gradients (i.e., topological charge \( l_1 = 2 \) and \( l_2 = 4 \)) by the Fourier transform of the calculated incident field \( H(x, y) \). Figures 1(a) and 1(c) display the intensity distributions of the resulting beams while Figs. 1(b) and 1(d) are the corresponding phase distributions. Note that the}

![Fig. 1. Reconstructed results of the ellipse beams with different topological charges {l1 = 2 for (a) and (b), l2 = 4 for (c) and (d)}.{(a) and (c) are the intensity distributions, (b) and (d) are the phase distributions with differently marked topological charges.}](image-url)
dimensions of the two generated ellipse beams are independent of the different topological charges. This is pivotal to guarantee the yield of the ellipse “perfect” VB in the following descriptive orthogonal superposition procedure.

In order to create the EPVB, we use the aforementioned technique to shape the two spatially superposed scalar ellipse curves, which have a mutually orthogonal polarization state, and combine the VOFG [19,20] to create the desired structures of the EPVB. The complex amplitude fields at the incident plane, denoted as $H_I(x,y)$ and $H_R(x,y)$, are separately calculated by using Eq. (1), and they are responsible for generating two base elliptic scalar beams in the focal volume. The scheme of VOFG is separating the desired pair of base component beams [$H_I(x,y)$ and $H_R(x,y)$] into two optical channels via imposing respective phase shifting factors of $\exp(i2\pi \sin \theta_I/\lambda)$ and $\exp(i2\pi \sin \theta_R/\lambda)$ and converting them into a mutually orthogonal polarization state by using two wave plates [quarter-wave plates (QWPs) or half-wave plates]. The fast-axis orientations of the two employed wave plates are perpendicular to each other. Therefore, when the two separated base beams $H_I(x,y)$ and $H_R(x,y)$ pass through each wave plate exclusively, they can convert to mutually orthogonal circular or linear polarization states. Thus, the total complex amplitude hologram at the incident plane of the VOFG system is calculated by

$$E_{Total}(x,y) = H_I(x,y) \cdot \exp(i2\pi \sin \theta_I/\lambda) + H_R(x,y) \cdot \exp(i2\pi \sin \theta_R/\lambda).$$

Since $E_{Total}(x,y)$ calculated by Eq. (3) is a complex value that is composed of amplitude and phase components, we wish to use a phase-only CGH $\exp[i\varphi(x,y)]$ to represent this complex hologram $E_{Total}(x,y)$ because of the employed phase-only SLM in the optical experiment. A famous method to obtain the phase-only CGH is by means of encoding the amplitude $A_{Total}(x,y)$ and phase $\varphi_{Total}(x,y)$ into a phase-only holographic grating, in which the phase factor $\varphi(x,y)$ is calculated as $[39,40]$.

$$\varphi(x,y) = A_{Total}(x,y) \varphi_{Total}(x,y).$$

In this way, the complex amplitude $E_{Total}(x,y) = A_{Total}(x,y) \exp[i\varphi_{Total}(x,y)]$ can be recovered from the first diffraction order of the encoded phase-only CGH $\exp[i\varphi(x,y)]$. The spatial filtering that is performed with the $4f$ optical system permits selecting the corresponding desired terms. However, this widely used encoding technique suffers from a problem of relatively low light efficiency when generating the desired VBS, owing to the existence of unnecessary diffraction orders in the filtering plane as shown in Fig. 2(a). The dotted lines indicate the desired first order information which will be allowed to pass the filter at the Fourier plane. An impressive amount of energy is wasted due to the block of useless orders.

In order to improve the diffraction efficiency and avoid the energy loss, we propose an alternative phase-only CGH encoding method, where the unnecessary diffraction orders can be eliminated in order to notably improve the light energy efficiency. This method is inspired and modified from the previously reported double constraint GS (DCGS) algorithm [41,42] in order to create a phase-only incident pattern $\exp[i\varphi(x,y)]$ to control the particular focal complex amplitude. Briefly, assuming that the focal plane of the incident complex amplitude $E_{Total}(x,y)$ is calculated by its Fourier transform as $\text{FT}[E_{Total}(x,y)] = A_f(u,v) \exp[i\varphi_f(u,v)]$, we aim to calculate a functionally equivalent phase-only CGH $\exp[i\varphi(x,y)]$ that also satisfies the relations by $\text{FT}[\exp[i\varphi(x,y)]] = \text{FT}[E_{Total}(x,y)] = A_f(u,v) \cdot \exp[i\varphi_f(u,v)]$, in such a way that the phase wavefront $\exp[i\varphi(x,y)]$ can be considered as a highly approximate substitute of the complex wavefront $E_{Total}(x,y)$ to guarantee the accurate complex amplitude shaping in the Fourier frequency domain. As a result, the issue is converted into a well-known phase retrieval case where we need to obtain the phase $\varphi(x,y)$ from its complex amplitude Fourier spectrum $A_f(u,v) \exp[i\varphi_f(u,v)]$, which can be solved by using the proposed iteration framework, named as the frequency-domain DCGS (F-DCGS) algorithm.

The flow chart of the proposed F-DCGS routine to calculate the phase-only $\varphi(x,y)$ is plotted in Fig. 2(c). We first set the random phase distribution $\varphi_0(x,y)$ as an initial guess; then it is Fourier transformed to the frequency spectrum domain (Fourier domain) by using the numerical fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm. In the Fourier domain, there are two allocated regions, denoted as signal region (SR) and freedom region (FR). The SR contains the beams (i.e., the ellipse beams) where the target complex amplitude $A_f(u,v) \exp[i\varphi_f(u,v)]$ is used to...
replace the calculated one, while in the FR (almost the zero intensity background) there is no constraint applied and just the calculated complex amplitude \( A_r(u,v) \exp[i \vartheta_r(u,v)] \) remains. The updated complex field in the frequency domain is then propagated backward to the incident hologram plane by inverse-FFT (IFFT) operation. The amplitude of the calculated hologram is constrained and set as a uniform distribution, whereas the phase is preserved. The process continues until a predefined maximum iteration number \( N \) is reached and the phase component of the hologram is extracted as a phase-only output of the F-DCGS algorithm.

The main metric of the F-DCGS method is the high diffraction efficiency in recovery of arbitrary desired complex amplitude at the Fourier plane from the phase-only CGH. For a better view we also show the plots of the reconstructed intensity at the Fourier plane in Fig. 2(b). Compared with Fig. 2(a), the redundant diffraction components are obviously suppressed except for some faint background noise, indicating that almost all the light energy is diffracted to the desired beams, thus achieving a high efficiency VOFG system enabled by F-DCGS-based phase-only CGH.

**B. Optical Setup for Generating a High Efficiency EPVB**

The optical experiment of generating an EPVB is based on our previously reported VOFG system [19,20]. The benefits of VOFG include great flexibility and convenient adjustment in terms of the control over the space variant beam amplitude, phase, and state of polarization compared with other existing schemes. As is sketched in Fig. 3, a fundamental Gaussian beam from a solid-state laser with a wavelength of 532 nm is expanded and collimated by sequentially passing through two convex lenses before they interact with the phase-only CGH digitally imprinted on the SLM (Holoeye Leto, 6.4 \( \mu \)m pixel pitch, 1920 \( \times \) 1080 resolution). The diffracted beams from the reflective SLM travel through a 4f optical filtering configuration so that they project to the back aperture of the Fourier transform lens (L\(_3\), \( f = 100 \) mm). Due to the function of the imposed offset phase term, the diffraction light reflected from the SLM is spatially filtered toward different directions—the horizontal and vertical directions. Two QWPs placed at the filtering plane play a role to convert the separated beams into left and right circular polarization components, which serve as a pair of base beams for the subsequent vectorial superposition.

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the experiment setup for generating an EPVB. P, polarizer; BE, beam expander; SLM, spatial light modulator; L, convex lenses (\( f_1 = 400 \) mm, \( f_2 = 300 \) mm, and \( f_3 = 100 \) mm); QWP, quarter-wave plate; R, Ronchi grating; CCD, charge-coupled device.

A Ronchi grating is also appended at the output plane of the 4f configuration to enable the recollinear propagation of the two base vector beams. The angle between the grid lines of the Ronchi grating and the horizontal direction (x-axis) is adjusted to 45°. The Fourier lens L\(_3\) is used to transform the field distribution of the laser beam so as to generate the EPVB in the focal region. Finally, the charge coupled device (CCD) camera captures the intensity profile of the generated EPVB.

We compare the efficiency of generating the EPVB from two phase-only CGHs that are calculated by using our proposed F-DCGS algorithm and the conventional grating encoding method of Eq. (4), respectively. The two orthogonal base ellipse beams are calculated under the same dimensions (\( R = 0.15 \) mm, \( a = 1, b = 0.75 \)) but different topological charges of \( l_1 = 4 \) and \( l_2 = -4 \), so the generated vector ellipse has a varied linear polarization state along the curved path. Displayed in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) are the experimental intensity from the grating encoded phase-only CGH (the case of polarization marked in the lower left corner). Figures 4(c) and 4(d) are the corresponding results from the proposed F-DCGS based phase-only CGH, showcasing low beam intensity and the successful enhancing of the light diffraction efficiency in our VOFG system. The quantitative measured diffraction efficiency is 5.53 \( \mu \)W/302.6 \( \mu \)W = 1.83% for Fig. 4(a) and 33.62 \( \mu \)W/302.6 \( \mu \)W = 11.1% for Fig. 4(c), by separately placing an optical power meter on the CCD plane and before the SLM.

**3. EXPERIMENT RESULTS**

The first experiment is to generate a single EPVB in the focal region. It is synthesized from two base vector complex amplitude ellipses. We adjust the topological charges (\( l_1, l_2 \)) of the two ellipses to control the polarization vortex distribution along the curve and use a polarization analyzer (linear polarizer \( P_2 \)) to observe the intensity variation induced by the specific polarization distribution of the generated EPVB. The polarization vortex composed of continuous variation of the linear polarization state obeys the formula of \( N = |l_2 - l_1| \). The intensity distributions of the EPVB with different polarization vortices are experimentally measured at the focal plane by the CCD, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Figures 5(a)–5(e) are the generated EPVB with different scaling factors of \( (a = 1, b = 0.5), (a = 1, b = 0.75), (a = 1, b = 1), (a = 0.75, b = 1), \) and \( (a = 0.5, b = 1) \). The first column shows the intensity patterns of different ellipticity when no analyzer is used, while the results from the second to seventh columns are the experimental intensity.
distributions at the CCD plane under different polarization vortices (the number of intensity extinction in each mode) of $N = 4, 6,$ and $8$, when an analyzer is inserted by rotating its angle to $0^\circ$ or $90^\circ$. Figure 5(c) represents a ring shape ($a = 1$, $b = 1$) that corresponds to the well-known PCVB mode, and it is obvious that the EPVB can be easily transformed from circle to ellipse by adjusting the scaling factors, as depicted in other results.

Next, we demonstrate the simultaneous generation of multiple EPVBs consisting of various spatial modes from a single phase-only CGH. First of all, each incident complex field hologram in charge of shaping each individual EPVB is calculated from Eq. (3). and then all the obtained holograms are multiplexed by Eq. (5), and then all the obtained holograms are multiplexed after multiplying a separately assigned shifting phase factor (also called the carrier wave). The expression of the final complex hologram shaping the number of $n$ EPVBs takes the final form

$$E_{\text{hybrid}}(x,y) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} E_{\text{total}_i}(x,y) \cdot \exp \left[ ik \left( \frac{xu_i}{f} + \frac{yu_i}{f} \right) \right],$$

where $E_{\text{total}_i}(x,y)$ represents the $i$th hologram to generate the $i$th EPVB mode, which is calculated from Eq. (3). $f$ is the focal length of the Fourier transform lens. The wave number $k$ obeys the expression of $k = 2\pi/\lambda$. The frequency coordinates $(u_i, v_i)$ determine the transversal displacement of each generated EPVB in the focal plane. The final complex hologram $E_{\text{hybrid}}(x,y)$ is encoded into phase-only CGH by using the proposed F-DCGS method as mentioned in Section 2A. Figure 6 illustrates the experimental intensity distribution of simultaneous generation of four EPVB modes ($1: a = 1$, $b = 0.5$; $2: a = 0.5$, $b = 1$; $3: a = 1$, $b = 0.75$; $4: a = 0.75$, $b = 1$) under two analyzer directions. The polarization vortex of each mode from location serial number (1)–(4) is $N = 4, N = 6, N = 8$, and $N = 10$, respectively. The pattern extinction phenomenon appears in each mode, and the extinction numbers are different from each other determined by the topological charges of the orthogonal ellipse beams. It should be mentioned that although we only demonstrated the generation of four EPVBs here, the proposed scheme also allows for the multiplex of more beams in various modes simultaneously [43].

Second, we exhibit a small expansion to another type of asymmetric vector beams, namely, rectangle PVBs (RPVBs). In the same way as calculating the elliptic curve, we apply the scaling factors $a$ and $b$ to control the length–width ratio in the parametric expressions of the 2D rectangle curve as $x(t) = a \cdot R \cdot [-2 \cos(t) + 0.3 \cos(3t)]$, $y(t) = b \cdot R \cdot [-2 \sin(t) + 0.3 \sin(3t)]$, where $t \in [0, 2\pi]$ and $R = 0.15$ mm. Figures 7(a)–7(d) show the experimental results of four generated RPVBs under different scaling factors of $(a = 1, b = 0.5)$, $(a = 1, b = 0.75)$, $(a = 0.75, b = 1)$, and $(a = 0.5, b = 1)$, respectively. The first column shows the measured total intensity patterns of the RPVB when no analyzer is used, while the second and third columns correspond to the experimental intensity distributions when an analyzer is rotated to $0^\circ$ and $90^\circ$, respectively. The number of intensity extinctions in each mode is $N = 8$. We also experimentally demonstrate the simultaneous generation of multiple RPVBs containing four different modes ($1: a = 1$, $b = 0.5$; $2: a = 0.5$, $b = 1$; $3: a = 1$, $b = 0.75$; $4: a = 0.75$, $b = 1$), as shown in Figs. 7(e) and 7(f).

**Fig. 5.** Experimental results of generating EPVBs under different ellipse modes and topological charges. The scaling factors are (a) $a = 1$, $b = 0.5$; (b) $a = 1$, $b = 0.75$; (c) $a = 1$, $b = 1$; (d) $a = 0.75$, $b = 1$; (e) $a = 0.5$, $b = 1$.

**Fig. 6.** Experimental intensity profiles of generating hybrid EPVBs after two analyzer directions.

**Fig. 7.** Experimental intensity patterns of the generated RPVBs. (a)–(d): RPVBs under different scaling modes of $(a = 1$, $b = 0.5)$, $(a = 1$, $b = 0.75)$, $(a = 0.75$, $b = 1)$, and $(a = 0.5$, $b = 1)$. (e) and (f) show hybrid RPVBs after two analyzer directions.
The extinction phenomenon is observed in each mode under two analyzer directions, and the polarization vortices in each mode are $N = 4, 6, 8, \text{and} 10$, respectively.

A significant feature of the proposed high efficiency EPVB shaping technique is the high axial intensity gradient under the focusing, which is increasingly desirable in the field of optical trapping and manipulation, for example, in the transfer of orbital angular momentum from light to microparticles [1,2]. Meanwhile, it is common knowledge that each orthogonal component of the ellipse perfect vortex curve can also be realized by modulating an ellipse Bessel beam [30–32], where the generation of such a kind of beam has diffraction-free performance through axial propagation and does not have a high axial intensity gradient. The simulations of diffraction effects for one base (scalar) ellipse perfect vortex ($R = 0.15 \text{mm}, a = 1, b = 0.5, l = 4$) in the focal region are carried out as observed in Fig. 8. We calculate the propagation of the generated curve beams along the optical axis ($z$ direction) by using the angular spectrum diffraction algorithm [44] in a range of $[-1 \text{ cm}, 1 \text{ cm}]$ from the focal plane ($z = 0$). The propagation of the beam generated by using the ellipse Bessel function method [30–32] for the $xz$ and $yz$ planes, displayed in Fig. 8(a), shows a low axial intensity gradient from the shape-invariant phenomenon except for a size scaling. In contrast, the counterpart by using our method shown in Fig. 8(b) confirms the generated beams have a tighter intensity profile with a high transversal intensity gradient, and this property can provide an additional degree of freedom for shaping multiple EPVBs in three dimensions. Figure 8(c) further plots the one-dimensional ($x$-directional) intensity profile at the $z = 0$ plane, indicating that the ellipse Bessel function method has a Gaussian intensity profile (red color line), whereas our method has a tighter intensity profile (blue color line).

Based on the high intensity gradient of a single EPVB, we finally consider the generation of multiple EPVBs in different focusing planes. By introducing an extra axially shifting phase, each mode of the EPVB is axially relocated to a required target plane away from the customary focal plane of the Fourier transform lens, enabling simultaneously reconstructing all the EPVBs in multiple planes. For the sake of three-dimensionally shifting each mode to its own target position, the phase term imposed on each complex incident field hologram $E_{\text{total},i}(x, y)$ is represented by

$$\phi_i(x, y) = k z_i \sqrt{1 - \frac{x^2}{f^2} - \frac{y^2}{f^2} + k \left(\frac{xy_i}{f} + \frac{yf}{f}\right)},$$

where $z_i$ is the distance from the $i$th EPVB mode to the focal plane and $f$ is the focal length of the Fourier lens ($L_3$ in Fig. 3). Note that the function of the quadratic phase term in Eq. (6) axially shifts the $i$th EPVB mode to its desired depth. The final complex hologram $E_{3D}(x, y)$ at the incident field for simultaneously shaping multiple EPVBs is calculated by coherent complex superposition of all the single holograms as

![Fig. 8. Beam propagation in the $xz$ and $yz$ planes are displayed for the case of two beam shaping techniques. (a) Ellipse Bessel function method [30–32]. (b) Our method. The beam intensity profiles before ($z = -1 \text{ cm}$) and at ($z = 0$) the focal plane are also shown in each case. (c) The one-dimensional beam intensity profile of the two methods at $z = 0$ (red and blue color lines, respectively).](image)

![Fig. 9. Experimental results of the generated hybrid EPVBs in two different types of three-dimensional layouts under different analyzer directions.](image)
\[ F_{3D}(x, y) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} F_{\text{total},i}(x, y) \cdot \exp[i\varphi_i(x, y)] \]  

Accordingly, by encoding \( F_{3D}(x, y) \) into a phase-only CGH using the F-DCGS algorithm, we are able to generate multiple EPVBs where each EPVB with individually tunable ellipticity and polarization vortex is controlled to different axial and lateral locations aligned in the range of the focal regions, shaping into a multidepth 3D pattern structure.

Figure 9 shows the experimental reconstruction results consisting of four different EPVB modes at different depth planes. The focal length of \( L_3 \) is 100 mm. The four EPVBs have four different ellipticities (1: \( a = 1, b = 0.5 \); 2: \( a = 0.5, b = 1 \); 3: \( a = 1, b = 0.75 \); 4: \( a = 0.75, b = 1 \)) and polarization vortices (\( N = 4, 6, 8, \) and 10), and they are transversely aligned along two structure types including rectangular [see Fig. 9(a)] and diamond [see Fig. 9(b)] trajectories. Meanwhile, the displacement of each EPVB to the focal plane is set by \( z_1 = 15 \text{ mm}, z_2 = 5 \text{ mm}, z_3 = -5 \text{ mm}, \) and \( z_4 = -15 \text{ mm}, \) respectively, and is recorded by moving the CCD back and forth along the \( z \) direction. The angles of the analyzer are marked on the left side of each row. It can be seen that each single EPVB is focused at the given depth plane when the rest of the EPVBs become blurred, proving the successful generation of multiple tunable EPVBs in more complex 3D geometry circumstances.

4. CONCLUSION

In summary, we present a highly efficient and flexible approach to generating arbitrary transforms of the EPVB mode by coaxial superimposition of two base ellipse perfect optical vortices. The optical experimental results verify the performance of the proposed method for shaping different modes of the EPVB in the focal plane as well as simultaneously generating multiple EPVB modes in different hybrid layouts. The proposed method of generating an EPVB has a higher diffraction conversion efficiency of up to 11.1%, which is a significant improvement compared to conventional vector beam generating systems. We expect that the proposed technique may provide more versatile vector optical field shaping in latent applications such as complex optical trapping.
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